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Recovered Texts

§ In the 15th and 16th century, a new style of scholarship,
generally called humanism, became prominent in Europe.

§ Humanism advocated the study of ancient texts in their
original languages on the basis of Greek and Latin
philology (also Hebrew, Arabic, etc.).

§ It advocated ‘purging’ technical works of any Arabic
influences and using Greek and Latin terms instead.

§ Humanists were often interested in pagan works that made
metaphysical claims that were incompatible with
Christianity.

§ A number of ancient texts were ‘rediscovered’ – such as
Plato’s dialogues, Ptolemy’s Geography, Dioscorides’
Medical Materials, Lucrtetius’ On the Nature of Things,
Celsus’ On Medicine, etc.
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New Translations

§ In the Renaissance, scholars began a ‘second wave’ of
translations, now mostly from Greek.

§ This included many secular, mystical and pagan works1

that had been previously neglected. First, mostly poetry
and history, later science, medicine and mathematics.

§ The Hermetic Corpus, the Orphic poems
§ Greek and Roman historians (secular history)
§ Cicero’s Republic
§ Galen’s anatomical and physiological works
§ Aristarchus’ Sizes and Distances of the Sun and the Moon
§ Archimedes’ works in mathematics and mechanics
§ The Aristotelian Mechanical Problems
§ And so on...

1 Often non-Christian, and sometimes incompatible with Christianity.
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Aratus’ Phaenomena, 3rd c. bce (ms early 15th c. ce)
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Materia Medica (ms late 14th c. ce)
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Serapion, Simple Medicines (ms 15th c. ce)
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Aristotle’s De historia animalium (ms 15th c. ce)
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Euclid’s Elements, 1482 (First printing, Latin)
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Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos, 1484 (Latin)
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Ptolemy’s Geography, 1482 (Latin)
,
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Ptolemy’s Geography, Venice 1511 (Latin)

A cordiform projection by Jacobus Angelus and Bernardus Sylvanus
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“Recovered” Knowledge

Renaissance scholars had a tendency to claim that their own
work was the recovery of ancient knowledge – either pagan or
patriarchal.

Examples: Hermeticism, Vesalius’ anatomical research (Galen),
the mechanics of equilibrium or floating bodies (Euclid,
Archimedes), Harvey on the role of the heart (Aristotle),
Copernicus’ heliocentric hypothesis (Aristarchus, Pythagoras),
Viète’s analysis (Apollonus, Archimedes), etc.
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Schuetz (hermeticism), 1654
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“New” Knowledge

At the same time, they had a tendency to claim radical breaks
with the past.

Examples: Paracelsus burning Galen’s books, Francis Bacon’s
rejection of Aristotle, Vesalius’ criticism of scholastic (medieval)
anatomy, Harvey’s criticism of Galen’s physiology, Copernicus’
rejection of Ptolemy, and so on.

This notion of radical breaks with past knowledge and
scholarship also applied to humanistic and historical
scholarship: Julius Caesar Scaliger (1540–1609) debunks the
orphic poems and revises ancient chronology (contrary to
Biblical history), Isaac Casaubon (1559–1614) debunks the
hermetic corpus.
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New Technologies

The period saw the increased use of old technologies and the
development of new ones.

Bacon mentions the significance of the magnetic compass (13th
c.), gunpowder (13th c.) and the printing press (early 15th c.).
(Actually, all three of these were developed in China, but they
were put to uses that eventually contributed to changing the
structure of society in Europe.)

New techniques of metallurgy, glass making, and other
‘industrial’ technologies.

Later, scientific instruments such as the telescope, microscope,
barometer, thermometer, air pump, etc.
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Nova Reperta (1600), New Inventions
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Nova Reperta (1600), Navigation
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Nova Reperta (1600), Gunnery
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Nova Reperta (1600), Printing
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Nova Reperta (1600), Eyeglasses
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Nova Reperta (1600), Distillation
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Tartaglia, Nova Scientia, 1606
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Tartaglia, Nova Scientia, 1606
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Tartaglia, Nova Scientia, 1606
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Voyages of Discovery

The voyages to the Americas made it clear that the ancients
could not have known everything.

The explorers brought back tales of unknown lands and
civilizations, specimens and descriptions of new plants and
animals, a few of the inhabitants, great wealth and new
diseases.

These new plants, animals, and minerals did not have any place
in the old taxonomies, and cast doubt on the various mystical
and occult organizations of the macro- and microcosm that had
been put forward.
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Martenellus, 1489
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Cantino, 1502
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Waldseemueller, 1507
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Belon, Les observations de plusieurs singularitez et choses
memorables, 1555 (a genette)
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Bundt, 1658 (a rhinoceros)
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Bundt, 1658 (an orangutan)
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Just for comparison...
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Fuchs, De historia stirpium…, 1542
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Fuchs, De historia stirpium…, 1547
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Fuchs, Primi de stirpium historia …, 1549
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Early Renaissance Anatomy

§ Humanist scholars translated the most important
anatomical texts of Galen (On the Use of the Parts (1500), On
the Natural Faculties (1523), On Anatomical Procedures
(1531)).

§ The techniques of printed illustration made it possible to
incorporate the new forms of art into anatomical textbooks.

§ Printed books made it possible for physicians to be sure
the illustrations they were publishing met their standards
of accuracy.
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Berengario, 1535, In Anatomiam humani corporis
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Berengario, 1535, In Anatomiam humani corporis
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Berengario, 1535, In Anatomiam humani corporis
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Berengario, 1535, In Anatomiam humani corporis
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Eichmann (Dryander), 1537, Anatimiae
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Andreas Vesalius (1514–1564)

§ Born in Belgium; educated in Louvain, Paris and Padua.
§ At Paris, he studied with Johannes Guinter, a humanist

scholar who specialized in Galen.
§ Lecturer in surgery at Padua. Performed his own

dissections. Established a school of eminent anatomists.
§ He became famous for his work in anatomy and was

appointed personal physician to Emperor Charles V.
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Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564)
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The Fabric of the Human Body

§ De humani corporis fabrica, Basel, 1543.
§ The book is most famous for its illustrations, by Jan

Stephen van Calcar.
§ The text is strongly influenced by Galen.

§ Vesalius begins with a brief history of dissection.
§ The text follows Galen’s organization: skeleton, muscles,

cardiovascular system, brain and nerves, abdominal
organs, thoracic organs, etc.

§ Although Vesalius noticed many minor mistakes that
Galen had made, he maintained Galen’s overall
physiology.

§ For example, blood flow (circulation). He did, however,
observe that the septum had no pores between the
ventricles.
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De humani corporis fabrica, art by van Calcar
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De humani corporis fabrica, Tools of the trade
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Movie on Harvey and the circulation of the blood…


